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Fioko - electronic musician who works in the sphere of club and underground music in the wide spectrum of the
styles: Ambient and House, Drum&Bass and Trance, Relax and Electro and others.
Project Fioko began in July 2008 with Fioko's first psy-techno release "Psycho" on the Russian label Altai Records.
The release made an impression on Internet radio "Still-Life" and in a week Fioko was on air with a set made of his
own tracks.
In October of the same year Fioko released two albums: Intimacy (Otium NetLabel, Russia) and Fioko’s Kitchen
(Electronic Kitchen, Germany). Besides Yurin Internet radio has accepted trance symphony “Sinking To The
Ocean” in rotation.
From the beginning of 2009 Fioko has worked with the Royal Tracks record label (Ukraine). The "Ecstasy" release
was published on April, 23rd, 2009. The album consists of the original deep track Ecstasy and five remixes by
known DJs such as Incognet, Anton Sever and Max Freegrant. This album is on sale in 20 shops. Fioko continues to
work with Royal Tracks and some more releases will be published in the near future.
Since March, 2009 Fioko has signed with leading German network label iD.EOLOGY for the publication of the
tracks “Fioletovo” and “Game Of Chance” on the compilation “iD.EOLOGY - because best things are free > (Edition
Electro)”, which will leave in the autumn of 2009.
Swedish Internet portal ChicagoHouseDJ.com interviewed Fioko in April 2009. This event became a new step in
creativity of the musician. Project Fioko became more discussed and featured.
Fioko is the resident of label GREEN MONO Music Studio (Russia, Canada) and his style goes to the deepest folk
sound with high definition electronic sound. For today two releases are published: “Gosha And 12” (Lounge) and
compilation “Emansipation In Progressive vol.3” (Progressive House).
In May, 2009 electro-track M&C was included into the popular compilations of dancing music "House music
exclusive 2009" and "House Delexe v.11".
On June, 18th 2009 the "Ray Of Sunset" release was published on the United Kingdom network label Toucan
Music. The E.P. contains six tracks in a trance and electro house style.
Since July, 2009 Fioko has work with German label Diventa Music. For today two singles "Air" & "Sex" are
released on the label, also some tracks are included on Lounge and Club compilations such as "Ibiza Island
Deluxe", "Chillout Lounge Deluxe", "Table Dance Grooves-Sexy Moves". The representative of label Marcus
Zelonka repeatedly included Fioko's music in his radio shows on "We Love House.FM" radio.
In August, 2009 Fioko has signed with known Russian label Style Records for the publication and use in mobile
content of the tracks “M&C” and “Can Can Cancan”.
In the near future will be release of hard tracks "Psycho" and "Euphoria" on Spanish label Keep On Techno...
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